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32 2300 efening-morning - 1150 days
32/6 ch.8 Wonderful picture of r180 & fall of Antioehu Epiphane
32/8 Not a human book with many mistakes (modernist view)

33 Chronology: according to orthodox view
" modernists

33/6 New ed. of Westminster Dictionary of Bible(Gehman)

34- ch.8 SRO note on 8:9 Both ay this is fulfilled
36 A.C.Gaebelein by Antiochu5 Zpiphne5

37-50 Three Main views on Daniel
1. £odernit - was written in time of Antiochu ipiphane

38 & takes past hist. & deals with it as if it was pre
diction.

39 2. Written by Daniel & true history & prophecy, Predicts
Christ's first coming & rise of Ohristin church & its
sway in the earth. Yells about A.E. and first coming
of Uhrjst.

40 Is contrary to nat. of prophecy to reveal fut. as
detailed history. In all prophecy there is an
element of obscurity, even ambiguity

40/10 3. No only is the book to prepare peonle for the per-
43. scution of A but to show tht God is going to put

and end to wickedness in this-world.

42 A difference between . complete history and detailed hist.
Bible is a detailed history

43 ( Prophecy has obscurity and ambiguity but also great detail

44 Young speaks of the 3rd view as the dispensational view
Way he & others disting. a. premil. from a dispensatst.

45 Dispensationalism
46 Paul on a woman without a veil

Condition in Germany after WW I

47 Dispensationalism
48 153 fish (jn. 21) taken symbolically

Millennium taken symb tically
Numerics is not dispensatinalism

49 Farrar, Young, Pusey on Daniel
50 Second and third views
50/7 ch.2
51 Image -- any connection with image in ch. 3?
52 Head of gold - a king; Breast & arms of silver - a kingdom
53 c.2
54 Stone cut without hands
55-56 Stone smiting
57-60 Interp. of Image
60/6 First viewpoint (critical view)
61-62/8 cont'd

62/8 ch.7
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